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The aim of this communication is to discuss the role played in the post-war
reconstruction of physics in Milan by the studies on cosmic rays made by Milan
physicists between 1945 and 1960 with the cloud chamber experimental technique.
The main sources of this historical analysis comprise the reminiscences on cloud
chamber physics made by John G. Wilson1, Patrick M.S. Blackett2, Lajos Jánossy3, and
Antonio Mura4, and those on the history of physics in Milan made by historians of
physics: P. Tucci, Lanfranco Belloni5, Guido Tagliaferri6, and Giovanni Polvani. A
fundamental contribution to this work was given by the oral history with interviews
to the physicists Guido Vegni and Ettore Fiorini.

This communication is divided into two main parts. In the first one, we offer a
short history of the device, the cloud chamber, and of the main discoveries made
with it. In the second one, we study the use of the four cloud chambers built at the
Institute of Physics of Milan. We analysis the situation of physics in Milan in the
years under discussion, the experiments made with the cloud chamber and the
obtained results. We conclude with a note on the importance of these studies in the
reconstruction of physics in post-war Milan and their developments.
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1. CLOUD CHAMBERS
The first cloud chamber was built by Charles Wilson7 in 1911. This device is
composed by a rigid, transparent container with, inside it, a mix of gas and water
vapour next to saturation, and by a moving piston. If the cloud chamber is
adiabatically compressed when an ionizing particles goes through it, the vapour
condenses around the ions created in the gas mix and cloud drops are formed. The
drops evidence the track of the particle.

The efficiency of the cloud chamber was greatly increased when, in Cambridge
1931, Blackett and Occhialini connected the device with a system of coincidences
made by a series of Geiger-Müller counters. The system of coincidences was
developed by Bruno Rossi a few years before in Florence.

With the cloud chamber, physicists can measure momentum, ionisation, range
and mass. Some of the main discoveries in cosmic and particles physics in the 30’s-
40’s were actually made with the cloud chamber. We remind the discovery of the
positron (Anderson 1932), of the pair production (Blackett and Occhialini, 1933), of
the muon (Anderson and Neddermeyer, 1936) and of the strange particles (Butler
and Rochester, 1946-47).

2. THE FIRST CLOUD CHAMBER IN MILAN
The studies on cosmic rays in Milan began in 1938 with Giuseppe Cocconi and
Vanna Tongiorgi, and also A. Loverdo who joined them later. The first cloud
chamber had a circular section, whose dimensions were typical of the period (30 cm
diameter and 5 cm depth). It was a controlled cloud chamber: when a comic particle
went through the system of GM counters places above and below the chamber, the
Rossi circuit detected a coincidence and opened a valve. The valve connected a tank
with the back of a light piston, which went back and made the chamber expand. The
gas was a mix of air saturated with water and alcohol. Later, air would be substituted
with argon, permitting a lower expansion rate. The experiments made by this group
took place in Milan and at the Passo Sella, before and during WWII. Our research
evidenced the studies made on the determination of the mean life-time of the muon8,
the analysis of the hard component and the dependence of its intensity on the
zenithal angle9, the study on the nature of the primary and secondary components10,
and the study on air extensive showers11. In these experiments, they used the first
Milan cloud chamber built by Cocconi and Mazzon in 1941.

This very cloud chamber was used again in a series of measurements made at
the Lago Inferno, after WWII, by a new group of cosmic ray physicists of Milan
composed by Guido Tagliaferri, Antonio Mura, and Giorgio Salvini. Their research
mainly concerned the analysis of air extensive showers. With their experiments, they
confirmed the presence of a penetrating component in the showers processes (1946)
and studied their characteristics (1947)12. They furthermore evaluated the density
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spectrum of the particles composing a shower and the lateral development of the
electromagnetic component.

3. THE SECOND CLOUD CHAMBER IN MILAN
The attention of the Milan physicists working with the cloud chamber turned to the
study of the nuclear interactions that could happen when cosmic radiation went
through the plates inserted inside the device. With this aim, Mura and Lovati built
the second Milan cloud chamber. This chamber also worked with a controlled
expansion. It was cylindrical in shape and was deeper than the first one (15 cm), in
order to study the whole development of possible nuclear showers. The light piston
was substituted with a rubber membrane, to make the expansion smoother and
faster. The chamber was always used at a pressure a bit higher than the atmospheric
one (15-20 cmHg higher). In 1948, the chamber was brought to and used in the Testa
Grigia Laboratory on the Alps. The main results of these experiences were: the
verification that penetrating particles strongly interacted with nuclei13; the evaluation
of the mean cross section of production of nuclear explosions by penetrating particles
in lead14 (it resulted of the magnitude order of the geometrical one), and the
determination of the mean free path of nuclear interaction in lead15.

4. THE THIRD CLOUD CHAMBER IN MILAN
In the early Fifties, cosmic radiation was still the main source of new particles. The
Milan group of cosmic ray physicists decided to build a third cloud chamber based
on their solid experience on the field. The chamber was built by A. Lovati, A. Mura,
G. Tagliaferri, and L. Terra in 1951, and was used in the Testa Grigia Laboratory and,
later, in a railway tunnel near Verbania. The third cloud chamber has a rectangular
section and has large greater dimensions: 50x60x15 cm3. Thanks to its dimensions,
they were able to insert a larger number of metallic plates and to make also a series
of random expansions since they were able to collect a sufficient quantity of useful
data. The group was led by Tagliaferri and Succi. Their studies concerned the
production of π0-mesons16 and the detection of some strange particles17, the V-
particles.

5. THE FOURTH CLOUD CHAMBER IN MILAN
The fourth cloud chamber was built in 1956 by Succi’s group, which comprised also,
as young students, Ettore Fiorini and Riccardo Giacconi. This cloud chamber had
noteworthy dimensions: 156x156x98 cm3. The main structure of this last chamber is
conserved in the main hall of the Department of Physics in Milan. This group of
cosmic ray physicists worked from 1952 alongside with a new staff of cosmiciens, led
by Giuseppe Occhialini, who used the nuclear emulsions technique to study the
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production of the newly discovered particles (mainly strange mesons) by flying
emulsions on balloons. The experiments made with the fourth cloud chamber were
made at the Sabbione Dam in Val Formazza with the collaboration of a group of
physicists of the Pisa University. They concerned the search of a new particle, with a
550me mass, whose existence had been hypothesised by a group of Soviet physicists,
led by Alikhanian18. Their studies ended in 1959 with the result of the non-existence
of Alikhanian’s particle19.

CONCLUSIONS
The studies of the Milan physicists with the cloud chamber played a fundamental
role in the development of physics in Milan in the immediate post-war period. In
particular, the researches made by Tagliaferri’s group with the second cloud
chamber – with the detection in extensive showers of penetrating particles (later
identified as protons, mesons and nucleons) able to produce and to be produced in
nuclear interactions – contributed to put cosmic ray researches in Milan on an
international level.

The evolution of the cloud chamber group of physicists happened in two
important fields of research: nuclear physics (Tagliaferri and Succi) and particle and
high energy physics (Fiorini and Salvini) together with Occhialini’s nuclear
emulsions group.
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